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l.In finding out the status (both.theoretical arid experimental) of 
the resonances, the multichannel ones set the mcist number of.ques~ 

. tions. Especially this c~ncerns the. scalar-isoscalar meson sector . [1] 
and is stipulated by the influence of vacuum_ and •such effects, difficult · 
to be taken into account;·as,the instanton contributions. Note that, 
for· example, for scalar and tensor -mesons there are difficulties even: 
with their interpretation as qq states. 'Moreover none of such states is 

r unambiguously identified as a glueball, multiquark state. or a hybrid. 
In this situation it is very important to obtain information about res0-
nances (to be derived from experimental data) which does not depend 
on specific interaction· models. 

A model-independent consideration of :resonances and their nature 
can be obtained on the basis of such general principles, as ~nalyticity 
and unitarity, and the consistent balanced account of. the nearest ( to 

· the considered physical region) singularities on all the relevant sheets 
of the Riemann surface of the S-matrix [2F[8]. 

Note,that in the case of multichannel resonances, ambiguous is not 
only the .. determination of their .QCD nature, bu(also:the, discovery.of 
the reson~nces on the basis. of experimental data. This is clearly illus
trated by a situation in the 1 Ge V-region of the scalar-ispscalar channel. 
As is known, the clear resonant manifestations at these energies in the 
experimental data on 1(1!' scattering have been interpreted as the1res~
nance / 0(975)(8*). Its rather.extraordinaryfeatures have bF':mght very 

·· different hypotheses abo'i1t its nature (qqqq[9, 10], gg[ll], qq with tak
. ing account of the final-state interaction [12], the mixture ofqij and gg 
[13, 14], the KK-molecule [15, 16]). · 

In the analysis of ISR data on central production of meson pairs 
{1r1r and J(I() in pp-collisions [17], instead of the fo(975) meson in the 
1 GeV region three states are obtaine4: S1(991)-a glueball can4idate, 

· S2(988)-a I( 1( molecule, fo(900):-a meson broad enough in 1r1r-channel. 
We argued in works [5, 8] that the neglect of the 1J1J. threshol~.(possibly 

. also the i]r/ threshold) in the analysis [17] could give rise to 'a imitation 
, of supplementary states in the vicinity of JC IC threshold. • We shall here 

. discuss also· how this is related with the closed-channel contribution: 
Note that the subsequent enlarged analysis of the above data and also 
of data on 1r1r and IC JC scattering and on decays J/tf; ~ </;1r1C(qi[(IC)~ 
Ds -i- 1r1r1r has led the authors of work [17] to give up their original 
results and interpretajio~. __ ··~~ 
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2. So, let us consider the 3-channel problem, sometimes for the sake 
of simplicity and clarity appealing to the 2-channel process; The ele
ments of the 3-chaimel S-matrix S 0 ,a, where a, /3 = l(1rn), 2(KK), 3(1111), 
have the right-hand (unitary) cuts along the real axis of the s~variable 
complex plane starting at 4m;, 4ml, 4m~. The left-hand cuts, which 
are ·related with the crossing-channel contributions and extend along 
the real axis towards -oo, starting at s = 0 for Su and S12 and at 
s =, 4( mJ<- m;) for 822 etc., will be neglected in the Riemann-surface 
structure and their contributions will be taken into account in the back
ground of the corresponding amplitudes. We number the Riemann
surface sheets according to the signs of analytical continuations of the 
channel momenta-

k1 = (~/4 - m;)112, k2 = (s/4 :-- mJJ112, k3 =c (s/4 ~ m 2)112 
' 1/ 

as follows: signs (Imk1, Imk2, Imk3) = +++, -++, --+, +-+, +--, 
- ;..... -, ...:. + -; + + :_ correspond to the sheets I,II, ... ,VIII. Th~n, for 

·· instance,. from the physical region on sheet I we pass across "the cut 
below the I< K threshold to sheet II, ·above I( I( threshold but below 
the 1111 threshold to sheet III and ab,;>Ve the 1111 threshold-to sheet VI. 

To elucidate the resonance representation on the Riemann surface, 
we shall first appeal to the 2-channel problem. · Using the reality of 
the analytic functions and the 2-channel unitarity, orie can · express 
analytical continuations of the matrix elements to the unphysical sh~ets · 
S~,a in terms of .them on the physical sheet S!,a [4]: · 

SII l 
11 =SI' 

11 

SM= detSI 
. sI , 

, 11 

S
II , iSI 
12 = ___g sI , 

11 

s[[I = sJ2 
det SI' 

S
III · SI 
22 = __ 11 . 

· det:SI' 

sIII _ 8I 12. = -~12_ 
· detSI' 

sJV, detSI . 11 = -~ ,' 
·SI ' 22 

Siv' l 
22 =-

SI' 
22· 

. ·sI 
s[f = :__g sI , 

22 

(1) 

Here det SI = S{ 1 SJ2 - ( 8{2 )2. Provided a resonance has the only de
cay mode (I-channel case), the general statement about a behaviour 
of the , process amplitude is that at energy values .in. a proximity to 
the resonant one it .describes the propagation of a resonance as if the 
latter were a fre~ particle. This means that in the matrix element the 
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resonance (in the limit of its narrow width) is represented by a pair of 
complex conjugate poles on the IInd sheet arid by a pair of conjugate 
zeros on the physical sheet at the sam.e points of complex energy. 'This 
model-'independent statement about the poles as the nearest singular
ities holds alsO'when taking account of the finite width of a resonance; 

In the case of two coupled channels, formulae (1) immediately give 
the resonance representation (in tlie. 2-channel problem) by poles and 
zeros on the 4-sheeted Riemann surface. Here one must discriminate 
between three types of resonances-which are described: ( a) by .a pair of 
complex conjug~te poles on sheet II·and therefore by a pair of complex 

. conjugate zeros on the Ist sheet in S11 , (b) by a pair of conjugate poles 
on sheet IV and therefore by a pair of complex corijugate'.zeros on sheet 
I in·S22, (c) by one pair.of conjugate poles on each of sheets II and IV;• 
that is by one pair of conjugate zeros on the physical sheet in each of 
matrix element Su and 822- · , ·., 

As is seeri from (1), to the resonances of types (a) and (b) one has.to 
ma~e correspond a pair of complex conjugate poles on sheet III which 

.. are shifted relative to a pair of poles on sheet II and IV , respectively 
(if the coupling among channels were absent, i.e. 812 = 0, the poles on 
sheet III would lay exactly ( a) under the poles on the II11=d sheet, (b) 
.above' the.poles on the IV th sheet). To the resonances of type ( c) one 
must make correspond two pairs of conjugate poles on sheet III which 
are reasonably· expected to be a pair of the complex conjugate compact 
formations of poles. 

Formulae of type (1) were obtained also in the 3-channel problem 
. [8]. On their basis one establishes the· resonance representation on 
the 8-sheeted Riemann surface through the singularities nearest to the 
physical region, through poles (and corresponding zeros). In this case 
one must distinguish seven types of resonan~es with. zeros ~n the phy~
ical she.et .in (a) Sn, (b) 822, (c) 833, (d) 811 and 822, (e) S22"'an~ 
833, (f) Su and 833, (g) Su, ·s22 and 833. For ex<!-mple,· in the case 
JLthe resonance of type (g) there are one pair ofco~plex conjugate 
poles on each of ~lieets II, IV a~d VIII at.the sa~e point~ ofs~variable 
where the zeros lie. o~ · sheet I,. ·also two pairs of ~o~plex: conjugate 
poles on each of sheets III, V .and VII, and three pairs of complex con~ 
jugate poles on the VIth sheet (i.e. the resonance is represented by 
complex conjugate clusters· of poles and zeros): The above considera-
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tion seems·to exhaust the multichannel-resonance:division into types, 
because always the problem of the multichannel-resonance representa
tion by the nearest'singularities can be effectively reduced tothe above 
cases. Note also that this resonance division into types is not formal. 
For instance, in the scalar-meson sector the resonance fo(975) seems 
to correspond to type (a), and the resonance f 0(1590) corresponds to 
one.of types without zeros oh sheet I in·S11. These two _resonances 
have very· different QCD natures. Further investigation of this mat
ter can possibly give-rise to the model-independent indications of the 
multichannel-resonance nature on the basis of their pole representation 
on: the Riemann surfaces. 

3. In the ·K-inatrix the sole pole on the real axis corresponds to 
· · a resonance of the. simplest type (only· with the· sole pair· of complex 

conjugate poles oh each of corresponding sheets, i.e .. with ·a pair of 
zeros on the !st sheet only in one matrix element S;;). Resonances .of 
other types· are described by two and even three poles (for example, 
whe'n the zeros on the !st sheet are in S-matrix elements of two coupled 
processes, by two poles on the real axis). 
, . However, · the many-pole representation of· a resonance in the K
matrix arises not only for the above resonance types but also as a 
result of influence of the important energetical-closed channels. Let us 
explain this in more detail. 

-· In the case of N channels the K-matrix is related with the S-matrix 
as follows· 

§=I +ipK 
I-ipK 

(2) 

where p; ~ 2k;/.../s, k; = (s/4- mt)112• From '(2) it is easy t"o obtain 
that K = K+, i.e. the K- matrix has no discontinuity when going 
across the unitary cuts, and the poles corresponding to a resonance lie 
on the real axis of s-plane. · 

· In practice we deal usually with a reduced !(.:matrix, Kn, correspon
ding to _the M open channels at a considered resonant energy whereas · 
the remaini'ng N - M channels are energetical-closed. A connection 

· between the reduced matrix Kn and the complete K-matrix is given 
by [19] . . . 

~ ~~ 1~ 
(Kn)ij = K;j + iK;o[(I-'- ipl()- Pla/JK/Ji· (3) 
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Here ii and K denote the submatrices being related to the closed chan.:. 
nels, i,j = 1, · · ·, M refer to open channels and a,,6 == M + 1; • • •, N 
correspond to closed ones.· It is clear that the resonances can arise both 
owing to the resonant interaction of particles hi the open channels and 
by virtue of the processes in the closed channels. In the first case __ each 
element of the complete JC-matrix has. a pole -at a certain real value of 

· ene.rgy s == m2• In proximity to this pole one can write 1 

T~ g;,.g~ .. ·, _·. :( ) 
, .n UT = , . 2 + a(J'T S , 

s-m 
, (4) 

where 9u, 9_r are constants of the resonance couplings with particles of 
open and closed channels (er, T ~l,' .·. ,N), an(s) are the background 
smooth functions. However this pole is absent in the KR-matrix, since 
the' resid~e at this pole in (3) is equal to zero, and the position ofa p()le 
corresponding· to a resonance is renormalized due to the influence of the· 

' ' ' 

closed channels, moreover the resonance is described by a number. of 
poles. For example,· at the conjecture of negligible background· ( aui. = 
0) we obtain from (3) with ( 4): • · ~- ' 

,· 

9i9j 
(Kn)ij = 8 _ m2 + ~:=M+lg~ IPal 

(5) 

Consideration of the background does not change the conclusion about 
the pole at ~ =. m2• For· instance, in the 2-channel. case with closed 
~li~nri.el~~ we sh?uld have, with the background, 

(Kn)n = gr(l + IP2la22) - lp2l[2g1g2a12 + (s - m
2)ar2] (6) . 

s - m2 + IP2l[g~ + (s - m2)a22] •; · · 

From formulae (5) and (6) one can see that only, ~hen a resonance 
i~ not coupl~d with closed channels in the KR-matrix _the~e is ~: pole 
ats =:= m2

• But even at small couplings of a res~nanc~ with particle~ · 
ofclos~d .cha'nnels the resonance is represe~ted by a numberofpol~s. 
(N~te that in practice these co-qplings manifest the~sel~es in the reso
nance exchanges in reactions crossing to the above closed channels.) A 
successive expli,cit consideration of a larger number of channels would 
r_educ'e · the number of poles corresponding to the given multichannel . . 
reson~nce. In particular,for the 2-channel resonance in the l~chann~l , 
consideration (formula (6)) at least two poles on the real axis in th~ 
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vicinity ofm2 describe this resonance_. In the 27channel consideration 
(for the "complete"1(-matrix) there.would be, of course; one pole at 
s = m2, as distinct from the above-discussed case with a resonance of 

. type( c), To understand this situation, we should investigate the pole 
- . ~ . ' 

representation of resonances on.the Riemann surfaces. To this end we 
shall use a uniformization procedure mappi~g.the Riemann surfaces 
onto a plane. 

.Note that, as is seen from (3), a pole in the Kwmatrix may arise also 
in the case when the elements of complete K-matrix are nonsingular. 
The condition for this pole is that · 

det(J + l~K) = 0. ·(7) 
' . 

This pole in the Kwmatrix exists, e. g., if particles in the lowest 
closed channel attr~ct each other ~trongly enough to form a .bound 
state provided the coupling between the closed. and open channel is 

. weak: ·. Notice, however, _that the _same condition (7) is required for 
existing the resonances due to processes both in the open and closed 
channels. To distinguish these cases, one ~ust ·again study the pole
arrangement on the Riemann surface. 

4. Generally, formulae of type (1) are a solution of the multichan
nel problem in the sense of giving a chance to predict (on. the basis · 
of the ·aafa on one proces.s) the coupled-process aillplitudes at. a cer
tain conjecture about the background .. We made .this before in the 

. 2-~hannel approach [4]; It was a success to describe (x.2 /ndf ~- I:c)6) 
the experimental isoscalar s-wave of 1r1r scattering from the thresh
old to 1.9 GeV, to predict satisfactorily (o~ the ba,;,is of data on 1r1r 

scattering) the behaviour of the s-wave of 1r1r --:-t I( I( process approxi
mately'up to'l.25 GeV. The 2-cha'rinel consideration turnJd out to be 
effectively ~tiflid~nt for 7r7r scattering ( the influence of othe/ channels 
was taken into· account by ~eans · of a slight violation of the. 2.:. chinnel. 
unitarity). However this is far from being the case for the coupled pro
cesses (note a deviation of the prediction on 1r1r -+ KK process from 
the experimental data: above 1.25 Ge V where the influence of the 1J1J 
channel begins to be noticeable). Therefore ta).dng account of higher 
thresholds affects slightly the parameters off0(975) resonance (though 
gives further information on it), however it is of vital importance for 
higher-lying resonances. -' -

' 
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On ~ level. with form;lii.e of type (1) it isconvenient to use.the 
Le Couteur~ Newton relations [20] representing compactly all features · 
given by formulae of type (1) and expressing the S-matrix elements of 
all coupl~dprocesses in t~rms of the Jost m~trix determinant d(k1, k2 , • • ·) 

= d(s), the real analytical function with the only square-root branch-· 
points at the process thresholds ki = 0. _ -This was done by us in the 
2-channel consideration [7]. The u~iformizing variable, which was used, 

. .. . . 

z = (k1 + k2)/(mk _ m;)l/2 

maps the whole 4-sheeted Riemanri' surface onto the z:-plane. 
An analogous 2-channel approach was also applied in the above 

works [17, 18]. However the authors of these works neglect the 1r1r

threshold influence. and therefor_e use the momentu_m k2 as uniformiz
ing variable. This implies taking into consideration only the nearest to 
the physical region semi-sheets of the Riemann surface. The neglected · 
singularities (as we exaiµined [3]) give approximately the 10% contri
bution: However this approximation appreciably narrows the possible 
considered interval of energy and is notcinevitable though simplifies the . 
pole representation of resonances. 

In the 3-channel approach it is impossible with the help ofa simple 
· function to map the 8-sheeted Riemann surface onto a plane. Therefore 
. the consideration is necessarily developed with neglecting the influence 
of the 1r1r threshold. In· this case the uniformizing variable may be 

w = (k2 + k3)/(m~ - mJ<) 112. (8) 

In Fig.1 those parts of thew-plane, onto which the corresponding sheets 
of the Riemann surface are mapped, are denoted with the Roman nume
r~ls; the thick line represents the physical r~gion ( the points w1r, i and 

_ 1 are the 1r1r, l(J( and 1JT/ thresholds, respectively) .. The depicted 
_· positions of p_oles ( *) and of zeros ( o) _ give the representati_on. of the 
type (a) reson~nce in S1'1 obtained on the basi~ of for~ulae analogous 
(1) [8]. . ,' - . . - -

The Le Cotiteur-Newton relations ~re somewhat modified withtak
. ing account of the used model of the Riemann surface(notethat o,n the 
w-plane the points wo, .:..wo1

' -wo, Wo 1 correspond to the s~variable 
point s0 on sheets I, IV, V, VIII, respectively):· 
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. d*(-w:) • d(-w-1) . d(w-1) 

. S11:= d(w) ',. · S22 = d(w) , S33 =:, d(w) ? 

. . . d*( •-1) , . d*( •-1) .. ' .• ' ' : . 2 . ' w ' . . ; . . 2 . ' . . -.w . ' ' . ' 
S11S22.~S12,==, d(w) , S11S3~-:-S13=. d(w) , (9) . 

· · . .· 
2 

. · d( ..:..w) . 
S22S33 ~ S23 = .d(w) . · 

;Jm~ 

1[ 
"U',r 

I 
*--.--:- . -----o 

i-

-----<> d Ri'ltf,. 

.o--- . --t-' -- ' ----:<+:, 

Y I ·lrr 
Fig.I 

Taking the d-function as d = dBdres where dB describes the background 
and the resonance part has a form: · 

. . '.M· 4· 

:•. d ( ') \2Mrr·rr( *) · , .. res W =;= W W + Wri '(10) 
·, r=l i=l 

~ (Jvf is the number of resonances) it is easy·to obtain the expression fo':r 
··. 811 , which we applied already in the analysis of 7r7r sc~ttering,· and for 

~ ' ' , . - ' : i . '. .- . ' ! '. 

other matrix elements. · · · · · 
We analysed all available data on the isoscalar s-wave 7r7r scattering 

i~ the en~rgy·region 0.7-1.6 GeV [8] with. taking account bf J(J( and. 
1111.' thresholds: The backgrou.nd is taken iri the elastic form: 

' sfi = e2i8B(s)' OB.( s )"= a + bvfs 
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(from the analysis: a== -l, 376 ± 0, 056, b =.0, 6 ± 0, 0025). · . . 
Satisfactory description (x2 /ndf ~ 1.12) of experimental data is achieved 

Table I 
' ; 

fo(975) fo(l500) 
Sheet E,MeV r,MeV. E,MeV r,MeV 

II 1017± 5 35 ± 7 · 1496 ± 16. 548 ± 35 
III 1031 ± 16 128 ± 30 1156 ± 36 146 ± 43 
VI 1025 ± 8 23 ± 10 ·· 1502 ± 20 614 ± 40 
VII 1139 ± 60 108 ± 42 1147 ± 55 145 ± 62 

for the phase shift and the elasticity parameter with two resonances 
·(Fig.2). The pole positions of resonances on different sheets in the 
energy plane(y's; = Er - iI'r/2) are presented in .Table I. Note that 
the parameters of the fo(975) meson were changed somewhat as com-. 
pared to ou~ 2-channel analysis [7]. As is already discussed in [7], this 
should not influence the qualitative conclusi~n ab~ut the J0(975) na
ture (dominant qqijij component) but shows. a rather strong coupling 
of this resonance with the 1717 system and the importance of taking ac
count of the 1717-channel influence to obtain the reliable values of the 
fo(975) parameters: The considerable coupling of the fo(975) meson 
with the 1717 system can manifest itself experimentally,· e.g., in crossing 
processes, such as 7r1J and I( 17 scattering, in the exchanges of this meson. 
The considerable shift of the fo(975) pole on sh~et VHis stipula.ted by 
a great coupling between 7r7f and 1717 channels whereas the coupling be
tween 1r1r and I( I( channels is suppressed strongly by the phase-space 
volume ( owing to proximity of the fo(975) mass to the I( I( threshold) 
whereby it is accounted for a smaller shift of the pole on sheet III. A 
displacement of the pole on sheet VI, related with influence of the 1717 
channel, is compensated by the effect of coupling between the J(J( and 
1717 channels which displaces the pole to the opposite direction (which 
is explained by the corresponding signs of the channel momenta when 
continuing onto sheet VI). Many authors have already not~d that the 
/ 0(975) width cit.ed in tables [1] is a visible one, the total width of this 

resonance is ~ 500 Me V. 
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Fig.2. ·,The· phase· shift and the elasticity· parameter of· the 
scalar-isoscalar channel of the 1r1r scattering obtained on the 
b'asis of the x2 · analysis of the experimental data. The sepa:.. 
ratecharacteristic experimental points are depicted. 

. ·. 

As to the second resonance, which we denoted symbolically as fo(1500), 
the analysis of experimental data shows obviously a resonance manifesta
tion>However here it is impossible to draw a certain conclusion about 

.its parameters since the thresholds of the ryr,', pp, ww channels in this 
region, with which it ·may be coupled, are not considered. Notice also 
that this analysis does not reveal the f 0(1590) resonance by virtue of its 
comparatively weak coupling with the 1r1r channel though, of course, 
this resonance must affect the results due to its rather considerable 
couplings with the 'f/'f/ and 'f/'f/1 channels. 
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Kpyna ,n;., Mem;epxKOB B.A., CypoBu;eB IO.C. 
MHOfOKaml.1IhHhle pe30HaHChI H 3aKphIThle KaH<l./IhI 
(cKan:xpHhIH ceKTop) 

E2-93-461 

Ha OCHOBe aml.lIHTIIIIHOCTII II YHIITapHOCTII o6cy~aeTCx npo6JieMa MHOI'O
KaHaJihHhIX pe30HaHCOB B 2- H 3-KaHaJihHOM IlO)J.XO)J.aX. IlonyqeHO MO)J.eJihHO
He3aBHCHMOe IlOJIIOCHOe npe)J.CTaBJieHHe MHOfOKaHaJihHhIX pe30HaHCOB KaK 
pean:n3au;nx H)J.ell O )J.OMIIHaHTHOCTH 6mi::>Kailmnx oco6eHHOCTeH Ha BCex C0OT
BeTCTByrom;nx JIHCTax pnMaHOBOH Il0BepxHOCTH S-MaTpHD;hI. McCJie)).yeTCX pOJih 
3aKphIThIX KaHaJIOB B q>opMnpoBaHHH pe30HaHCOB KaK BK-, TaK H B S-MaTpHII
HOM IlO)J.XO)J.aX. MeTO)J. npoHJIJIIOCTpHpoBaH Ha npnMepe CBX3aHHhIX npou;ecCOB 

)Vt ➔ :n::n:, KK, 1717, B H30CKaJI51pHOH S-BOJIHe (c x2-aHaJIH30M SKCnepHMeHTaJih
HhIX )J.aHHhIX no :n::n:-pacceSIHHIO B o6JiaCTn SHeprniI HH:>Ke 1,6 rsB). 

Pa6oTa BhIITOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTopnn TeopeTn11ecKoiI q>H3HKH HM. H.H.Boro
nro6oBa OM.SIM. 
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Krupa D., Meshcheryakov V.A., Surovtsev Yu.S. E2-93-461 
Multichannel Resonances and Closed Channels (Scalar Sector) 

The problem of multichannel resonances is discussed in the 2- abd 3-
channel approaches on the basis of analyticity and unitarity. A model-inde
pendent pole representation of multichannel resonances is obtained as a 
realization of the idea of dominance of the nearest singularities on all 
corresponding sheets of the Riemann surface of the S-matrix. The role of closed 
channels in forming the resonances is investigated in both theK- and S-matrix 
approaches. The method is illustrated for coupled processes :n::n: ➔ :n::n:, KK, 1717 

in the isoscalar s-wave (with the i; analysis of experimental data on :n::n: 
scattering in the energy region below 1.6 GeV). 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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